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Eat your heart out Antony
Green! Trust us, the
correlation between election

cycles and declining wine sales is not
taken seriously enough by the multi
talented marketing teams scattered
across the Palatial board rooms and
indoor heated swimming pool decks
of the 1800 odd family owned
Australian wineries.

Your sales graph can be climbing
graphically upwards for years on end
when suddenly the slippery slopes of
success become colder than a
politician’s post election budget black
hole and an avalanche of indifference
sends sales plummeting.

And what do you know, without
so much as an internal corporate
working party inquiry, “they” are
talking out loud about the distinct
possibility of a temporary
postponement of the annual
winemaker’s trip to Aspen for a spot
of skiing.

Well it’s not good enough. The
disruption of company income and
the aspirational anxiety all this
uncertainty causes just has to stop.
We blame it on democracy!

So we at Bloodwood have decided
to tidy up the mess and ambiguity
occasioning this periodical outbreak
of national delusion by publishing
our peremptory guide to the results of
all future elections. This will allow the
great wine drinking public of
Australia to get on with the really
important task of carousing its way
through the magnificent range of
excellent Bloodwood wines currently
available without ever again having
to lose good imbibing time
heartbreaking over opinion polls (sic)
or worrying yourselves sick about
election outcomes.

Before we begin, I should
acknowledge a great debt we at

Bloodwood owe that other well known devotee of Big Men In Tights, Mr
Michael Jackson (123) who originally stumbled across but curiously failed to
develop the uncanny theory we are about to reveal. Vis: “A B C, it’s  easy as
123.”

Here’s how it works. To determine the winner of any presidential political
contest and the margin of the winner, simply allocate the number that
corresponds to each letter of their name in the alphabet and make the addition.
The candidate with the highest total wins and the margin of that win is the
relative percentage of each contestant’s total. For example:
A  B  C  D   E   F  G  H   I   J   K   L   M   N   O   P   Q   R   S   T   U   V   W   X   Y   Z
1   2    3   4     5   6    7   8   9 10 11  12 13   14  15  16 17  18 19 20 21  22  23   24  25 26
Here’s the incontrovertibly spooky retrospective evidence we have collated to
prove our future case.
J   O   H   N      H   O   W   A   R   D
10 15  8   14      8   15  23   1   18    4     = 116

Therefore Howard wins and the two party preferred Labor vote is 116/214 or 46
%.  Don’t believe us, well how did Kim Beazley do in his two cracks at John
Howard? The letters of Beazleys name add up to109 out of a total of 225 or 48.5%
of the two party preferred vote. And what about the recent election for the
President of Australia between John Kerry and George W Bush?  Spooky is as
spooky does..124/130 or Kerry gets 49 % of the vote. To prove our historical case
beyond doubt, and to save you the drinking time needed to collate the totals of
historical shining lights, we offer the following table for creepy contemplation.

Robert Menzies 169
Arthur Caldwell 158
Robert Hawke 126
John Howard 116
Andrew Peacock 119
William McMahon 137
Edward  Gough  Whitlam 199

Malcolm Frazer (+ John Kerr) 242
Geoff Kennet 102
Steve Bracks 134
Robert Carr 136
Nic Greiner 113
John Fahey  92
John Brogden 112

M   A   R    K       L   A   T   H   A   M
13   1   18   11      12 1    20   8   1   13 = 98

Election Wine Sales Black Hole 1983 to October 2004
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And is it any wonder Sir Jo Bejelke
Peterson (228) ruled the roost in

the Sunshine State for so long with
only 17% of the popular vote?

 A word of advice though for the
ALP ... if the comrades want to beat
Prime Minister Peter Costello (165)
next time around, Stephen Smith
(140), Kevin Rudd (100), Wayne Swan
(125), Julia Gillard (116), or even
Tanya Plibersek (158) won’t do it for
you.

Your choice is clear. The
sophistical psephological conclusion
to this amazingly straight forward, if
obtuse electoral leadership decision-
making system is as follows.

To win an election anywhere, any
time, any place ... you need to have
the numbers ... so given that Gough
(199) has moved beyond a mere
political resurrection in this
dimension, I give you the next ALP
Prime Minister of the 51st State of the
Union, Mr. Martin Ferguson (174).

Now that prospect should
improve wine sales across the whole
industry.

The secrets of
sophistical
psephology
• From page one• From page one• From page one• From page one• From page one

Martin Ferguson ... 174

Gough ... 199

Peter Costello ... 165 Mark Latham ... 98

Tanya Plibersek ... 158 Kevin Rudd ... 100

Julia Gillard ... 116 Wayne Swan ... 125 Stephen Smith ... 140
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The Aussie kelpie
Looking at the wine
world through nose
coloured glasses.

Kelpie wine making; handy hint No 1Kelpie wine making; handy hint No 1Kelpie wine making; handy hint No 1Kelpie wine making; handy hint No 1Kelpie wine making; handy hint No 1

Having trouble with your malo-
lactic fermentations dying in the

cold over winter? ... need to know the
warmest cellaring area in your winery
to keep those little bugs snapping
and crackling away in barrel until all
of that nasty malic acid is chewed up?

It’s this easy!  Employ your kelpie
... simply leave him in the cellar
overnight and this tough little Aussie
working dog will be found curled up
in the warmest and cosiest corner of
your winery next morning. It’s then a
simple matter of stacking those pesky
malo barrels on the identified spot
(sic) and hey presto ... she’ll not be
apples.

I don’t know much about wine, but I like
what I know!

The judging of wine is a very subjective affair. Stating the bleeding obvious,
everyone’s palate and (for me at least) experience of wines varies.

From where I sit, wine judging is an associative exercise conditioned by
memory and informed through experience, nevertheless my response to a wine is
often influenced by the environment in which I imbibe it.

Now there’s no doubt that there are technical faults in some wines which can
be annoying from a professional point of view,  some wines are made from grapes
which are below standard, and the occasional wine is simply not appealing to my
palate, however it still surprises me just how often we hear anecdotal reports
from the industry of some wine or other  tasting better at the cellar door than it
does when the buyer pulls the cork at home..  Even though it is the identical wine
and more often than not is consumed shortly after purchase, somehow it “tastes”
different.

Transport could be an issue, as could  temperature particularly in the boots of
summer cars and we none of us are immune to the occasionally mixed blessings
of the cork industry. If any of  these factors are in play, a delicate aromatic white
wine which thrilled at the cellar door could very well be less than attractive at the
following weekends’ soiree. ..

However with all things being equal,  I find it hard to believe that a wine
which is a ripper at the cellar door could at home shortly after leave you
scratching your head and examining your credit card statement.. Could the
ambience of the winery, the bucolic environment and casual, holiday atmosphere
of the exchange with the charming and witty winemaker influence your
impression of the wine?

At a good cellar door, after covertly debunking the opposition’s offerings, a
winemaker makes you feel relaxed and comfortable, decides which wines you will
drink and the glasses in which you will drink them and leaves you feeling as
though they can always be trusted above the other mob with your ongoing
interest in wine.

But to cut through all the spin associated with assessing wine and lessen the
chances of being sold a pup at the cellar door, you have to have a plan to worm
out the real winners in any vinous debate.

The normal show is to judge a wine against a 20 point scale allowing 3 points
for colour; 7 for bouquet and 10 for overall palate impression. If a wine receives
15.5 to 17.4 it gets a bronze medal; 17.4 to 18.4 a silver and 18.5 and above a gold
medal. The best of the gold medal wines is awarded the trophy in the group of
classes. That’s pretty straight forward..if you know how to assess a wine as a
show judge would and your palate agrees with that of the judge. Then its just a
matter of drawing the cork and lying back in your banana chair and rubbing your
belly in the sunshine.

But what if you just can’t see the advantage of subtly integrated fine French
oak tannins infused into a blueberry stained rich cassis influenced palate of
substantial length and weight and just want a drink worth swallowing?

Then do what we do, follow Max Lake’s advice and become your own wine
judge. After all it’s you who will be drinking the stuff. If the wine looks clean,
smells clean, tastes clean and seems true to variety, then it’s a bronze medal. If
you want to drink a glass, it’s a silver; if you want to drink a bottle, it’s a gold and
if you want to buy a case, it’s the  trophy winner.

Bloodwood Un-bungedBloodwood Un-bungedBloodwood Un-bungedBloodwood Un-bungedBloodwood Un-bunged
The annual Bloodwood F.O.O.D.
week function for 2005 will take place
on Saturday 9th April starting at
7.30pm.
Bloodwood Bon FireBloodwood Bon FireBloodwood Bon FireBloodwood Bon FireBloodwood Bon Fire
We’ve already started piling up the
logs so it will be a big one on
Saturday 13th June 2005 starting at

7.30pm ... if we can get the fire alight!
We’ve been at Bloodwood for 21

years this year, so we will be throwing
a surprise party to celebrate during
the year. Watch this space ... or better
still, make sure you are on the highly
selective and very discrete
Bloodwood email list for further
information as it evolves.

What’s on at Bloodwood in 2005

Tall tales and poo

During the early days of
globalization, all tradable goods

were transported by sailing ship.
Before the invention of commercial
granulated fertilizer, large shipments
of cow poo were common. Freight
margins being tight in dispersing
dung across the globe, it was usually
shipped as light and dry as possible,
however, if during the long sea
voyage water found its way into the
compost heap, like grapes, the
process of fermentation began; but
unlike grapes where the gas given off
is mostly carbon dioxide, fermenting
poo’s byproduct is mostly methane.

Even though poo on poo
transport ships was stored below
decks where accumulated methane
was highly flammable, we at
Bloodwood still hold to the romantic
theory that between the lighting of
the night lantern and that first
calamitous explosion, our 16th century
Captain Swigert  had just enough time
to be the first person in history to
utter those immortal words to his
young cabin boy “Poo? ... son, we
have a problem here!” It is now
accepted historical fact that several
emissions encountered sommelier
problems before the ongoing problem
was identified.

The result is that for ever after,
poo consignments  were prominently
marked with the term “Ship High In
Transit”. This ensured that sailors for
ever more were obliged to stow poo
high and dry, well out of the reach of
moisture and accumulated methane.

And we thought it was a wine
making  term!
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A bird in the
bush

A common question which seems
to drop into most conversations

when people first visit Bloodwood is
“and do you have any trouble with
birds?”

The current view from the starling
frightening deck  is of alternating
rows of poplars interspersed with
wattle under story and a canopy of
mixed eucalypts native to this local
area.

In fact, with the exception of  very
few Alcatraz like clumps of remnant
vegetation that have stoically
survived the previous 150 years of
white fella development (sic), only
shadows in the form of the odd stump
of an imperious old growth box tree
here and there escaped the explosive
enthusiasm of cross cut saws, battle
axes and gelignite of  previous
generations.

So when we first saw this lonely
paddock early in the loosening grip of
the last great drought in 1982-3, we
determined that trees should regain
their former status within the ring
locked fence lines of Bloodwood.

Most of the tube stock for
replanting has come from our
neighbouring Central Tablelands
Farm Trees nursery which specializes
in propagating the vegetation of the
Griffin Road area.

There is a pleasing symmetry in
this natural cycle, and many birds
endemic to the local area have re
established nesting sites on
Bloodwood.

During the year, (amongst many
others) we see Rufus Whistlers;
Spotted Pardalotes; Grey Shrike-
thrushs, Crested Shrike-tits, Red
Browed and Diamond Firetails doing
what comes naturally about the
vineyard and winery.

The usual squadrons of Magpies
and Cuckoo Shrikes conduct regular
bird fights in the contested air space
over the Cabernet vineyard while
Blue Wrens and Willy Wag Tails wile
away their days like so many agitated
neighbours negotiating new fence
lines.

And yes there are starlings ...
hundreds of them which often
dominate even the fearsome Eastern
and Crimson Rosellas in their annual
quest for nesting site hollows.

With the arrival of vintage,
particularly if the weather has been

very dry, we can lose tonnes of
ripening grapes to starlings and Pied
Currawongs while many of the other
resident species partial to sweet berry
fruits do seem to enjoy a pre vintage
pick and nick.

The most annoying among these
are the Silver Eyes which prick berry
after berry amongst scattered bunches
often infecting them with acetic
spoilage which will lead to volatile

The variegated Rosella clan seem
to chew out the innards of each berry
and often use the neighbouring canes
as proximate dental floss while White
Cockatoos are White Cockatoos and
do what White Cockatoos always do
with raucous, stumbling efficiency.

And so the question remains. “Do
you have any trouble with birds?”
Well yes...and no. Well we really can’t
be sure.

“But you lose fruit each vintage?’
well yes we do..sometimes quite a lot..
“So you do have trouble with birds!”
well no..and yes ... perhaps ... maybe
.... well we really don’t know.

You see the birds are about
throughout the growing year. We
can’t be sure the sad eyed Silver Eyes
are just flitting through the vineyard
canopy for the sheer joy of it all, and
that the White Cockatoos ripping the
onion grass out by the bulbs along
the vine rows aren’t just out there as
an exercise in sheer perversity in the
sunshine.

So the psittacine jury is still out.
And perhaps the early bird starlings
scarifying the litter along the vine
rows in search of the even earlier bird
Australian vine moth and light brown
apple moth larvae just may be the
reason for our never having to use
insecticides at Bloodwood.. We
simply don’t know.

And the trees..well even the
starlings have to have somewhere to
sit on a hot summer day until we make
up our minds. And that could take
some time.

• Above: A wind row of native
wattles and eucalypts provide
ideal habitat for nesting birds.
Left: A grey shrike-thrush makes a
nest at Bloodwood. They have
returned each year since 1996.

acidity problems in the winery.
This is where hand picking really

comes into it own. We have yet to
see a machine harvester with smell
cam, but every picker on Bloodwood
can recognise a whiff of vinegar at
one hundred paces and then it’s just
a matter of a cosmetic snip and drop.

Pied Currawongs on the other
perch, simply strip milk whole
bunches at a time, while the passing
elegant Cuckoo Shrikes are more
pernickety eaters often seen with a
single berry wedged between pincer
like beaks.

“With the arrival of“With the arrival of“With the arrival of“With the arrival of“With the arrival of
vintage ... we can losevintage ... we can losevintage ... we can losevintage ... we can losevintage ... we can lose

tonnes of ripening grapestonnes of ripening grapestonnes of ripening grapestonnes of ripening grapestonnes of ripening grapes
to starlings and Piedto starlings and Piedto starlings and Piedto starlings and Piedto starlings and Pied

Currawongs”Currawongs”Currawongs”Currawongs”Currawongs”
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Cellar dwellers

At the cellar door, after we’ve dealt
with the topic of birds the next
interrogation  includes the question:
“So how long have you been here?”.
Now there are a number of standard
replies which I use based upon my
instant assessment of the potential
size of the hoped for sale.

If my interrogators appear to be of
a certain social persuasion and seem
to have over invested in a display of
all of the good things of this
consumer life, (and as a consequence
have bugger all left on the credit card
to invest in the even better things I
am offering) my reply is something
along the lines of “Oh about,  now let
me see … hmmm . ..since about 9 am.”

If the sales prospect is a relic from
a past era with the bum out of his and
or her trousers and is driving and or
pushing a battered salt encrusted VW
Combi; in short someone who can
only have an absurd sense of humour
and or values the good things in this
life and strongly reminds me of
myself, then the reply is likely to be
along the lines of   “Since I was a
brunette.” “Really ... that long eh?”

But there are some scarey crow
cellar door types who fall out of their
vehicles in a storm cloud of regional
maps, cellar door guides (which don’t
include us) with Penguin Wine
Guides just so much stuffing under
their arm pits only to stumble over the
dog as they blindly trample their way
through the Mondo Grass in their
head long rush to breathlessly
demand of me …“So how long have
you been here?”

There’s not much room for
maneuver when you are about to be
classified by this particular style of
wine buff, so you have to grit your
teeth and play it straight … there’s no
chance of a sale anyway and if you
don’t give them an answer they can
tick off and email to their wine
investment club, they’ll only visit you
again ... and probably with both of
their friends.

 Says I: “We’re coming up to our
22nd anniversary next  August, and we

were the first vineyard dedicated
winery in Orange.”  “Is that right, well
how come there weren’t any  here
before you when they’ve been
growing and making wine in Mudgee
for 150 years this month?” Hands up
... I give in.

No I don’t. The fact is it’s a
cultural thing. Unlike the predominant
Protestant orchardists around
Orange, who turned their viticultural
skills toward the table, the pioneers of
the Mudgee area had had a winery
operating at Craigmoor since 1854 or
1855, well before gold was discovered
at Gulgong in the early 1870s.

While the Hicks, Hawkes and
Joneses of Canobolas near Orange
were busy growing “cherries, grapes,
apples, peaches, plums, nectarines,
walnuts, chestnuts, hazelnuts and
almonds – (in) short anything which
grows in (mother) England ... with
perfect results,” their contemporaries
down the Cudgegong, the Roths,
Fiaschi and Kurtz families, had
followed the traditions of a different
heritage and turned their surplus
grapes into wine.

Beulah may have gotten away
with peeling and savouring a grape in
the quiet crisp sunlight of a late
Orange autumn, but that same grape
in down town 19th century Mudgee
would have long since been
fermented into alcohol and probably
be on the road to the thirsty markets
of Sydney or the terminally un-slaked
thirsts of the local Loaded Dog Inn.

It has only been since the recent
reductionist approach to all things
wine that the traditional pattern of
development has changed and
scientifically driven new vinicultural
areas from Mount Benson to Mount
Canobolas have been opened up to
wine production ... and that’s an
important word,  vini culture.

The long-term economic success
of many of these new areas after the
current industry shakeout will largely
be a reflection of the strength of the
cultural drivers which underpin each
locality. And that’s one driver we all
of us need at our cellar doors.

Kelpies in wine making; handy hint No 2Kelpies in wine making; handy hint No 2Kelpies in wine making; handy hint No 2Kelpies in wine making; handy hint No 2Kelpies in wine making; handy hint No 2

Having trouble with cold stabilization of those late summer pre-vintage
bottling runs?....need to know the coolest cellaring area in your winery to

keep those crystals forming and slaking away until all that nasty unstable acid is
chewed up? It’s this easy! Employ your kelpie...simply leave him in the cellar
during the day and this tough little Aussie working dog will be found curled up
in the coolest and cosiest corner of your winery all afternoon. It’s then a simple
matter of stacking those pesky stabilization tanks on the identified spot (sic) and
hey presto...no more crystals.

Who said that?
• Now that food has replaced sex in
my life, I can’t even get into my own
pants.
• Flying is so safe, they call the
airport the terminal
• I don’t approve of political jokes.
I’ve seen too many of them get
elected.
• Having a smoking section in a
restaurant like having a peeing
section in a swimming pool.
• My partner says I never listen to
him (at least I think that’s what he
said).

Bloodwood IQ test
No 1

We need self motivated,
intelligent and resourceful

people to clean out our organic
winery vats and it also helps if they
can see the bleedin’ obvious. This is
the standard test we use to sort out
the M.O.G. (Material other than
grapes) from the free run before hiring
vintage hopefuls.
Q. A mute person who wants to buy a
toothbrush goes into a store. By
imitating the action of brushing
teeth, he successfully expresses
himself to the shopkeeper and the
purchase is done.

Now if there is a blind man who
wishes to buy a pair of sunglasses,
how should he express himself?

Think about it first. The answer is
on Page 8.

• Caption competition ... A case of
Bloodwood Big Men in Tights 2004
to best literary effort to cast some
light on these ovine activities. Don’t
be sheepish now!
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Vintage
of the
century
The word yet again for 2004 was

dry. As we headed into the
vintage period, Bloodwood like
everywhere in Eastern Australia was
in the grip of the continuing drought
and the 78 days of the ripening  from
8th March to the 24th of May saw a
total of only 23.5 mm of rain recorded.

However, unlike 2003, where the
rainfall was just as reluctant to fall,
the temperatures across the season
were kinder. This meant that the little
moisture we had went further in
balancing the fruit on the vine and if
anything, 2004 looks at least as good
at this early stage as 2003 in overall
quality.

Bloodwood managed to dodge the
“stones from heaven” once again,
and vintage commenced at the normal
time..ie Chardonnay in the last week
of March and finished with the Shiraz
in late April.

Alcohol levels in the resultant
wines covered a normal and rather
pleasing range  from 11.5% for
Riesling through to high 13’s for
Shiraz and Cabernet.

Because of the stress of the last
few years, yields continued to be low,
and great care was needed to protect
the aromatics of varieties like Riesling
and Pinot Noir, however, provided the
ripening grapes had acceptable
moisture, were not overcropped and
picked on balance of flavour rather
than on alcohol potential, even very
sensitive varieties like Riesling have
made very good to fine wines.

With the Chardonnay and
Schubert ferments for 2004, we used
two new yeast strains along with our
traditional Prisse de Mousse.

This year we ran a couple of barrel
ferments of Saccharomyces Uvarum
Lalvin IS6U in the Schubert in order
to pull a little more definition into the
mid palate and a few barrels of  Rhone
2056 Inter Rhone Avignon
Saccharomyces Cerevisae in the
Chardonnay ferment to see what it
does to the aromatics.

We also let a couple of pieces rip
with wild yeast and the cellar smelt
like a crumbling cheese factory for a

couple of weeks while they did their
thing.

But bear with us, we haven’t
entirely thrown the Chardonnay out
with the Camembert just yet. The
universal limiting factor in
winemaking practice is the annual
nature of the art. We get one chance
every twelve months to make great
wine. Across a lifetime that probably
only amounts to 30 odd attempts at
vinous creation, and little room for
failure.

However, we have always
believed in moderate scientific
innovation in the winery and
vineyard with a view to revealing that
hidden subtlety in each wine.

The art of winemaking however is
to recognise the difference between
nuance and nuisance and that’s not
always immediately apparent in the
heat of a busy vintage season.

New releases
summer 2004
(please refer to
your order form
for details)

Big Men In Tights 2004 (Caution,Big Men In Tights 2004 (Caution,Big Men In Tights 2004 (Caution,Big Men In Tights 2004 (Caution,Big Men In Tights 2004 (Caution,
may contain traces of nuts) $15/may contain traces of nuts) $15/may contain traces of nuts) $15/may contain traces of nuts) $15/may contain traces of nuts) $15/
bott le $170/casebott le $170/casebott le $170/casebott le $170/casebott le $170/case
Even more on the nose than a
politician at a pre election baby
kissing contest, this fruity, fresh and
fleshy young pink is sure to win
every drinking poll that counts.

At the end of the day, in the due
course of events, the reality is that
the facts of the matter in the fullness
of time will ensure that all the
strawberry jujubes available here will
be sucked to their savoury raspberry
licorice lolly bag end, and it will be

the judgement of the Australian wine
drinking public that it’s personality
which counts. Go on, bring these
fruits home for Christmas!

Why preoccupy for tomorrow
when you can consume today? Stick
it in the fridge, splash it in a glass and
remind yourself once more, all this
will pass! (Al/Vol 13.0%)

Riesling 2004 $18/bottle $200/caseRiesling 2004 $18/bottle $200/caseRiesling 2004 $18/bottle $200/caseRiesling 2004 $18/bottle $200/caseRiesling 2004 $18/bottle $200/case
Bright green gold in colour with
gentle fragrances of lime blossom and
lemon myrtle, the silky apple crisp
palate is infused with ripe lime juice
and hints of tropical spice seamlessly
laced together by an almost chalky
minerality. Appropriate cellaring will
add to your enjoyment of this delicate
wine. (Al/Vol 11.5%)

2002 Shiraz $24/bottle $260/case2002 Shiraz $24/bottle $260/case2002 Shiraz $24/bottle $260/case2002 Shiraz $24/bottle $260/case2002 Shiraz $24/bottle $260/case
Typically deep garnet in colour, the
crushed mulberry and lifted blueberry
fragrance of this wine runs through a
restrained white pepper and dusty
cocoa infused bouquet which builds
to reveal a generous and juicy dark
fruited palate supported by the fine
grained and persistent Burgundian
oak influences. Careful medium term
cellaring is advisable. (Al/Vol 14.0%)

2003 Chardonnay $22/bottle2003 Chardonnay $22/bottle2003 Chardonnay $22/bottle2003 Chardonnay $22/bottle2003 Chardonnay $22/bottle
$250/case$250/case$250/case$250/case$250/case
Light green gold in colour, this wine
has a fine bouquet of white peach
and grapefruit supporting a long fruit
dominant melon and citrus influenced
palate. Gently fermented and matured
in new and second use French oak
hogsheads, this tightly structured
fine Chardonnay will mature
cheerfully in the medium term. (Al/Vol
13.5%)

• Alma before. • Alma after (vintage 2004).

Bloodwood’s Alma mater
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• Bloodwood under grasshopper and drought attack post vintage 2004
(above) with the Shiraz block in the background under nets. Below: Six months
later, after 550mm of rain, the transformation is dramatic.

Kelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handy
hint No 3hint No 3hint No 3hint No 3hint No 3

Having trouble with cranky brown
snakes nesting in the winery

wall under your laboratory analysis
bench?

Need to know that you can
concentrate on the rise in the pH
reading while titrating your acid
analysis to its normal (sic) 8.2 end
point without distracting reptilian
visitations?

It’s this easy! Employ your
kelpie...simply coat the toes of your
Blunstones with the perfume (sic) of
your neighbouring winery’s bitzer
and commence your test.

It’s then a simple matter of letting
your kelpie off the chain and his nose
will be permanently fixed to the point
of your boots and through natural
canine anatomical orientation, will
consequently, hey presto, brown
nose those pesky snakes into
submission.

We love making Pinot Noir ... in
fact we love it so much that we

make three barrels!
And the bit we love the most is

bucketing out the fermented must
into the press ready for pressing.

But that’s only after pruning,

spraying, de suckering, shoot
thinning, foliage splitting, bunch
thinning, testing, ripening, picking,
testing, crushing acid adjustment and
hand plunging every four hours.

And before malic fermentation,
racking, topping, racking, topping,
analysis, cold and heat stabilization,
sulfuring, protein stabilization,
analysis, fining, filtering, bottling,
labelling, packaging and maturation.

We love to share here at
Bloodwood. That’s why we allow
Herbie (pictured left) to do the
bucketing.

Thanks Herbie.

What a difference a rain day makes

Up close and personal Pinot

Wine trivia

In 18th century England, wine was
one of the few safe beverages - the

alcohol ensured a measure of freedom
from bacteria.

Virtually everyone, from the
ploughman with his cyder, to the
nobility with their ‘cordials’, drank
little that was not alcoholic.

Because of the state of the roads,
centralised mass production was
generally impracticable so even the
smallest farm would utilise some sort
of local ingredient that would ferment
to produce an alcoholic beverage.

At Bloodwood, nothing has
changed! (From Butler’s Guide to
Wines, J. Davies, Old Church, 1808).



Disclaimer:
The purpose of this newsletter is not utter delight and
hilarity; humiliation of our foes; nor is it the creation of a
space to vent our hyper-inflated sense of self
importance and propagation of the Bloodwood myth.

The Bloodwood Bible is a revelation produced each
week and distributed to friends and patients of
Bloodwood Enterprises, no reliability.
Address all correspondence to:
Stephen & Rhonda Doyle,
PO Box 453,
Orange NSW 2800.

Ph (02) 6362 5631
Fax (02) 6361 1173
Email:
BigMen@bloodwood.com.au

The Bloodwood Bible
contains articles of
generally misleading
information only. No
responsibility can be
accepted for accuracy,
authenticity, originality, credibility, or fundamentally
sensible statements, or for any action taken as a result
of your reading any factual verisimilitude into this
publication whatsoever.
Drink up!

8,The Bloodwood Bible, December 2004

IQ quiz answer
A. He opens his mouth and says, “I
would like to buy a pair of
sunglasses.”

• Another delicate dish of gently seared local venison gets the Manuel “Neddy”
Manners treatment in the newly constructed Bloodwood Enviro-kitchen.

Oh deer, charred venison

For many dry years, Bloodwood has been synonymous with the burgeoning
food and wine industry in Orange, and we have endeavoured to ensure that

no expense has been spared in the provision of environmentally apposite
infrastructure for the sustainable production of extreme caliber Aussie barbequed
meats au natural.

We use only the highest quality local chefs in pursuit of this goal and have
spared no expense in the installation of state of the art specialized searing and
smoking facilities.

An environment conducive to the maintenance of exacting oxygen levels and
efficient dispersal of waste fat au flambe is as important to us as the very essence
of the feng shui master design of the whole of the greater Bloodwood Estate.

Stop press:
Coagulation of the
willing. French back
in flavour in US!

The elixir of life might not be a
myth after all. American and

British scientists believe they may be
a step closer to developing a wonder
drug that promotes youth, slimness
and sexual allure while protecting
against heart disease and cancer.

The researchers, who anticipate
there is a fortune to be made from a
pastille that counters the excesses of
21st century lifestyle, may like to
investigate Bloodwood Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon for its
exceptional resveratrol content.

Resveratrol was discovered in
grape skins and red wine when
scientists were trying to unravel how
it is that the French can consume
copious quantities of alcohol, meat
and cheese without succumbing to
high rates of disease. Tests show
resveratrol can help body cells repair
themselves, and it speeds up
fat-burning within the cells. It also
appears to cure asthma.

Leading molecular geneticist
David Sinclair, of Harvard Medical
School, the head of a team
investigating resveratrol’s anti-ageing
effects said. “It seems to have a
beneficial effect in every disease it
has been tried on.” Unfortunately, the
President is a teetotaller.
With apologies to The Australian of
November 15, 2004.

21st anniversary
Bloodwood bible
tasting dozen offer

How silly is this? Because of a
total lack of economic sense and

an inability to subdue our passion for
wine, we currently have twelve
distinct (and distinctive) wines on
offer. Admittedly half of them are on
their last legs (from a supply side
economic point of view you
understand) and half of them are new
releases, nevertheless, we can offer a
neat 12 wines for the readers of this
extremely annoying newsletter to help
you celebrate our 21st in style.

This offer includes a bottle of
every wine on the price list enclosed
as well as the yet to be released Right
Bank 2002 (Merlot/Cabernet Franc)
blend.

Now this would normally cost
$306 delivered, but for you, our loyal
supporters until 31st December (or
until stocks last) we’ll deliver to your
door for a celebratory $250.

Thanks for being a part of
Bloodwood’s first 21 years, and
welcome to the Championship
rounds.

Kelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handyKelpies in wine making; handy
hint No 4hint No 4hint No 4hint No 4hint No 4

Having trouble controlling
marauding starlings attacking

late harvest Riesling during Shiraz
pump overs?

Need to keep one eye on the wine
level in the pump-over tank on the
winery floor while perched high over
the cap on top of the 10,000 litre
ferment tank?

It’s this easy! Employ your kelpie
... attach this tough little Aussie
working dog via a stout rope to
handle of the outlet valve on the
fermentation tank and using the usual
leeefffftt,  riiiiight and sit commands,
precisely regulate the flow of
fermenting wine into the pump-over
tank.

It’s then a simple matter of
mounting the 12 gauge on the tank
safety gantry (sic), loading up a
couple of bird frite cartridges and hey
presto ... riiiiight, sit, BANG BANG.
No more pesky starlings.


